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PRODUCTION OF GARLIC
By J. H. Beattie and W. R. Beattie, senior horticulturists, Division of Fruit and

Vegetable Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry

Garlic is being grown commercially in a number of localities,

especially in Louisiana, Texas, and California—in the warmer sections

of the country, where growing conditions prevail throughout the
winter. In these sections the crop is generally planted in November
and harvested in April or May. Spring planting is practiced in a few
sections. Louisiana was probably one of the first sections of the
United States to grow garlic commercially, especially in the southern
districts of Bayou Lafourche, St. Martinville, and St. James, and, to

a limited extent, over all of southern Louisiana. Garlic is also grown
commercially in Texas, California, and Oregon.
The domestic acreage of garlic is now about 4,000 acres, and the

average yield is reported as being 48 % bags of 100 pounds each, or

4,850 pounds, to the acre. The total production is in the neighbor-
hood of 19,400,000 pounds; this is less than present market require-

ments, and considerable quantities of garlic are imported.

Soils

Garlic is grown mainly on rich, well-drained, alluvial soils, mostly
of the lighter sandy types found near a river. Soils that are adapted
for the growing of onions will, as a rule, produce good garlic. Many
of the onion growers follow the practice of planting beds of garlic

adjoining those of onions. The crop may, however, be grown on a
rather wide range of soil types, the essentials being good drainage
and an abundance of organic matter in the soil.

Fertilizers

Many of the growers on the rich alluvial river lands follow the
practice of plowing under a crop of cowpeas and do not use commercial
fertilizers. Under conditions where it would be necessary to supple-
ment such natural manures as cowpeas with commercial fertilizers

in the production of onions, the same treatment should be followed
for garlic. The main essential is to have an abundant supply of

organic matter in the soil, then supplement it as required by appli-

cations of fertilizer. A fertilizer containing 5 percent of nitrogen,

10 percent of phosphoric acid, and 4 to 6 percent of potash may be
profitably used at the rate of 800 to 1,200 pounds to the acre.
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Varieties

Three distinct varieties are being grown in Louisiana, according
to information furnished by Julian C. Miller, of the Louisiana State
Agricultural Experiment Station. These are the Creole or American;
the Italian, which in some areas, particularly in California, is called

Mexican ; and a variety known as Tahiti, which produces a large bulb
containing four or five very large cloves. The Creole or American
variety grows much taller than the Italian, and the skin that surrounds
the cloves is distinctly white. It also produces a larger yield to the
acre than the Italian; the latter is smaller in plant growth and in

bulb. The individual cloves are many, and the sheath covering them
is usually pink. The Italian variety usually matures about 2 weeks
earlier than the Creole or American. The bulb of the Tahiti variety
is 2 to 3 inches in diameter; the leaves look very much like those of

leek and are also more resistant to thrips than those of the other two
varieties named. The Creole or American is without doubt stronger
than either of the other two.

Preparation of Land and Methods of Planting 1

After the usual plowing and harrowing to get the land in good
condition, it should be ridged or bedded, as the case may be. There
seems to be no general rule as to the size of the ridges or the width
of the beds. When implements suitable for sugarcane culture are

at hand and the land is tilled in wide ridges, it is not uncommon to

find the ridges for garlic from 5 to 6 feet wide, with two or three

rows of garlic on each ridge, as with onions. When hand culture is

used, the garlic is usually planted in rows about 15 inches apart
running lengthwise or crosswise on broad beds, 10 to 15 feet wide.

There are also many other methods of planting used under varying
conditions, most of which are satisfactory when due consideration is

given to drainage. In sections where the land is naturally well

drained, the garlic can be planted in rows from 18 to 36 inches apart,

according to the method of cultivation. For horse cultivation the

rows should be at least 30 inches apart.

Garlic cloves for planting are procured by separating the bulbs and
are usually planted from 4 to 6 inches apart in the row, depending
on the strength of the soil. Under usual conditions 6 mches is close

enough. In planting, the clove is pressed into the soil with the fingers,

the base pointing downward, as with onion sets. The usual depth of

planting is 1 to 2 inches, depending on soil conditions. The cloves

must not be so deep that the soil will interfere with the swelling of the
bulb, nor so shallow that the ram will wash them out of the ridge.

In purchasing garlic bulbs for planting purposes, it is well to make
an estimate of the number of cloves to the pound from an average
sample of the lot offered. This divided into the number of plants

per acre would give the number of pounds to purchase for planting an
acre. For example, with garlic running about 150 cloves to the pound,
it would take about 235 pounds to plant an acre on ridges 30 inches

apart, spaced 6 inches between the plants. Garlic cloves in a bulb

1 The cultural information contained in this leaflet was furnished for the most part by G. L. Tiebout,
extension horticulturist, of the Louisiana Agricultural and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge, La.
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are usually quite variable in size (fig. 1). Those at the outer edge
are commonly larger than the ones in the center. In planting, it is

well to assort the cloves and plant the various sizes in separate cuts

so that the respective fields will run more uniform at harvest.

The planthig period for garlic in southern Louisiana extends over
several months. October and November are perhaps the most
popular. In more northern sections the planting should be done in the
early spring.

Figure 1.— Garlic bulbs and the sections e bulbs, which are known as cloves.

Cultivation

Shallow cultivation between the ridges should be given by the usual
tools available for the purpose, such as side harrows and spike-tooth
or disk cultivators. Good drainage must be maintained by keeping
the ditches, quarter drains, and furrows clean. Cultivation between
the plants and between the rows where several are planted on a ridge
is usually done with common hoes, while occasionally wheel hoes are

used. When the garlic bulbs begin to form, one should see that the
soil does not interfere with their normal expansion. This sometimes
happens if the plant is too deep or the soil is packed around the base.

Insects

Up to the present time it appears that the onion thrips is the only
insect affecting garlic that requires any special attention. These
minute insects, which frequently do serious injury to onions, attack
the leaves by sucking the juices. The burning of garlic refuse is effec-

tive in the destruction of any thrips that may be present, but in cases
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of serious^ outbreak, consult your county agent or the workers in your
State agricultural experiment station, or write to the United States
Department of ^ Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Farmers' Bulletin
No. 1371 contains information on the diseases and insects of garden
vegetables and can be secured by writing to the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Sprouting

A common trouble that may cause serious losses with garlic is what
is known as "sprouting." When the bulb sprouts, the sheath bind-

ing the stem usually
bursts, and a lot of

little stems or shoots
develop. At harvest,
such a bulb has a
large collection of

tops, and the cloves
are not usually en-
closed in a sheath,
making it a very un-
satisfactory product.
This trouble occurs
sporadically, and no
satisfactory explana-
tion has been found
so far.

Harvesting»May is the usual
month for harvesting
garlic in southern
Louisiana. As soon
as the bulbs are ma-
ture, a condition in-

dicated by the yel-

lowing and drying-

top, they are pulled

and allowed to dry in
iiJ the field for several

days. When the gar-

lic is planted on single

ridges some growers off-bar the ridge to facilitate pulling. In more
northern sections harvesting the crop would be done the latter part

of June or during July, or just before the tops ripen.

Cleaning, Plaiting, Grading, and Storage

When the bulbs are dry enough to clean and plait they are hauled
to large sheds. The cleaning consists of removing the outer loose

portions of the sheath and trimming the roots off close to the bulb
with a sharp knife. Such work is usually done by children.

Plaiting garlic is braiding the bulbs by their tops into strings of

50 bulbs each, known as single strings. When two single strings are

joined the double string of 100 bulbs is formed (fig. 2). Plaiting is

Figure 2.—Garlic bulbs plaited in braids of 100 bulbs to each double
braid. Several double braids are shown.
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usually done by women at so much per string or thousand bulbs. It

requires some practice to plait garlic into the standard strings accept-

able to the trade. If beginners cannot readily obtain one experienced
in the art of plaiting to teach them, the next best method would be to

procure some strings from dealers and learn by separating and replac-

ing them.
If the grower does not wish to go to the trouble and expense of plait-

ing garlic, the markets of the North and East will take the bulbs
trimmed like dry onions, known as "loose garlic/' or they can be
tied in bunches, as shown on the title page. Small mesh bags holding
10 pounds of trimmed garlic are now being extensively used for

marketing the crop. The use of these bags gives the product an
attractive appearance and provides a package of medium size suitable

to the requirements of restaurants and dealers having a limited de-
mand for garlic. One of these bags is shown in figure 3. For retail

trade, garlic is now packed in

small cellophane bags, the cloves

being separated and about 10

or 12 packed in each bag.

Twelve of these small bags are

mounted on a card that can be
hung up in the grocery store.

The bags sell for 5 cents each
and are a convenient and popu-
lar package for the customer
who wants only a very small
quantity of garlic for flavoring.

When the bulbs are being
trimmed and plaited, they are

sorted according to size. It is

common practice to make three
sizes—large, medium, and
small—the respective sizes vary-
ing in general according to the
run of the lot. Each string

should contain bulbs of uniform
size and of the same variety.

First-class garlic must be clean
and white. No bulbs with the
outer sheath broken should be
included.

_
Sprouted garlic is usually unmerchantable. Occasionally,

however, it might be sold to pickle factories that would not be par-
ticular about having the cloves enclosed in a neat sheath.

Garlic keeps well in storage if it is plaited and the strings hung
up in a dry, well-ventilated, cool place.

The bulbs also keep well when stored in the mesh bags, provided
the bags are not closely packed or in solid piles. Where garlic is

stored in crates, care should be taken that the crates are piled with
strips of lath between them to provide plenty of circulation. Failure
to provide ventilation and a cool, dry atmosphere will cause the garlic

to sprout in storage.

Shipping

There seems to be no accepted package for shipping garlic. As it

is usually sold by the pound or string and not by the package, it appears

Figure 3.—Garlic packed in 10-pound mesh bags for

marketing.
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that a slatted crate, which will permit good ventilation, would be most
desirable. Before garlic is thoroughly cured it is very liable to heat
if confined. On this account plenty of ventilation must be provided.
For shipping loose garlic, the standard bushel hamper or Cummer
crate is suitable.

Yields and Prices

Two hundred and fifty double strings is considered a good yield per

acre. This would be about 2 tons per acre under average conditions.

The price fluctuates between wide margins, and it would not be a
difficult matter to oversupply the market, as the demand is practically

limited to the needs of the Mediterranean races, the main markets
being New York, Chicago, and St. Louis.
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